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Abstract: 

Descriptions of scents, fragrances and nature abound in Lucy Maud Montgomery’s first three Anne of Green 
Gables stories, acting as a vehicle of sensorially immersive storytelling. Olfactive descriptions in literary 
storytelling have not been widely studied before, the focus of research having been primarily on visual 
descriptions in literature. During recent years, more interest has surfaced in expanding academic scholarship 
to cover and study literary descriptions of the other four senses.  

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to this budding field of studying embodied cognition and narratology, and 
to present interpretations of scented narration to explain why fragranced descriptions feature in such great 
numbers throughout Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables, Anne of Avonlea and Anne of the Island. This 
thesis argues that through developing an understanding and aesthetic appreciation for the different nuances 
of olfactive descriptions in L. M. Montgomery’s narration, we as readers gain a deeper understanding of Anne 
Shirley’s character and her maturing process.  

In order to assess how these embodied descriptions and experiences of nature are applied to illustrate the 
character development and maturing of the novels’ protagonist Anne Shirley, a close reading of the three 
above-mentioned stories is used. The theoretical framework of this thesis consists of theories within embodied 
cognition and narratology, as well as perspectives from environmental aesthetics. 

My findings indicate that fragranced descriptions demonstrate individual development and maturing, as well 
as act as signifiers of deep connection, nostalgia and sense of belonging with people and places in the storyline 
of L.M. Montgomery’s abovementioned three works. Furthermore, cognitive literary theory suggests that 
immersive embodied descriptions and experiences of nature can be understood and taken up by the reader 
as constructed situation models.
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1. Introduction 
 

The topic of this thesis is embodied narration in the first three novels of L. M. Montgomery’s Anne 

of Green Gables series, focusing on descriptions of scents and fragrances as something that convey 

the vivid cognitive processes of the protagonist of the series as she eventually comes of age. Much 

research has been conducted on the effects of visual descriptions in literature, yet very little has 

been written on how descriptions of scents are taken up by the reader, and how they further their 

understanding of the nuances in literary storytelling. This is something I will foray into with my 

Master’s Thesis within the framework of the first three Anne of Green Gables novels, bringing to the 

limelight the importance of understanding what fragranced descriptions in literature can teach us 

not only about storylines, but also about ourselves. 

 

My primary material consists of the first three titles in the Anne of Green Gables novel series by the 

Canadian author Lucy Maud Montgomery, namely Anne of Green Gables (1908), Anne of Avonlea 

(1909) and Anne of the Island (1915). These three novels relate the story of the orphaned Anne 

Shirley from her childhood into early womanhood, and eventually of coming of age and finding her 

future in and around the picturesque landscapes of the fictional Avonlea on Prince Edward Island. 

My focus will be on the role played by multi-sensuous and embodied descriptions of nature and its 

scents in unfolding the character development of the sensitive and imaginative protagonist, Anne 

Shirley, as she matures from childhood into adulthood through the progression of these three 

works.  

 

Embodied descriptions in literary studies have been researched from various different approaches, 

but not enough to form well-established scholarly approaches to the multi-sensuous descriptions 

surfacing in literature. Up to the present day, olfactory descriptions in literature have not received 

much consideration in the world of academic research (Howes xii), regardless of there existing 

subtle scent descriptions meriting enough attention to be recognized as a narrative and interpretive 

vehicle for conveying nuanced meanings in literature. In my research, I will show how cognitive 

literary theory combined with environmental aesthetics explains the nuanced meanings, functions 

and interpretations of the fragranced descriptions in the primary material of this thesis. These 

approaches will guide me in reading into, and interpreting the abundant descriptions of scent and 
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nature in Montgomery’s writing as conveying both distinctive personal character development, as 

well as appreciation of the embodied aesthetics of the natural environment. 

 

2. Theory and Approaches 

 

To understand the full scope and vivacity of L. M. Montgomery’s multi-sensorial narrative, 

employing an embodied cognitive approach is of essence. Her narrative abounds with vivid internal 

focalization encouraging the reader to come up with mental imagery representing the fictional 

world that is inviting the reader to immerse him or herself in its abundant descriptions of nature, as 

well as its visual and olfactory beauty. In this chapter, I will define the main aspects of the theoretical 

approaches used in this thesis to examine the effects and meanings of scent descriptions in L. M. 

Montgomery’s three first Anne of Green Gables novels. I will look into expressions of olfactive 

experiences through the lens of embodied narratology, which combines narrative theory and 

embodied cognition, with supporting arguments from cognitive neuroscience and environmental 

aesthetics, focusing on the reader’s interpretation and understanding of the physical elements of 

his or her reading experience. 

 

2.1 Embodied Narratology 
 

Embodied narratology focuses on the physical and sensorial elements of narrative meaning-making, 

emphasizing the bodily dimensions of the reader’s immersion in a narrative. According to Caracciolo 

and Kukkonen, “[t]he embodied mind . . . springs from interactions between our biological makeup 

and the experienced physical and sociocultural contexts in which we are immersed” (5). Our building 

of knowledge and understanding takes place not only within our mental capacities, but involves also 

our physical and sensorial experience. In other words, making a mental image of a narrative does 

not render the imagery only visual in nature, but can relate to other senses, such as the sense of 

smell or hearing. In addition, comprehending the narrative aspects of multi-sensorial storytelling 

evidently involves narrative comprehension, which goes beyond the surface of linguistic 

understanding. According to Varela et al., “knowledge is the result of an ongoing interpretation that 

emerges from our capacities of understanding. These capacities are rooted in the structures of our 

biological embodiment . . . They enable us to make sense of our world” (149–150). Based on his or 
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her understanding and interpretation of a narrative, the reader creates so called situation models, 

which are the representation of the fictional world in the reader’s mind and experience. Situation 

models represent the current atmosphere of the narrative, changing and updating as readers follow 

the progress of the narrative in different dimensions, such as in time and space (Caracciolo and 

Kukkonen 35). 

 

As embodied narratology has fairly recently stepped into the limelight of cognitive literary study, 

the amount of previous research specifically focusing on the different effects and aspects of 

olfactive descriptions in fiction are subsequently rare. The pioneering guide into narrative theory 

and embodied cognition, With Bodies by Marco Caracciolo and Karin Kukkonen (2021), proves itself 

a significant resource for approaching the fragrance descriptions under scrutiny in this thesis, even 

though the focus of Caracciolo and Kukkonen’s work is mainly on the spatial and haptic dimensions 

of embodied narration. Embodiedness has been studied previously from the combined perspectives 

of cognitive science, neuroscience, psychology and linguistics by for instance Varela et al., as well as 

Damasio, but as this thesis focuses on a literary take on embodied, olfactive descriptions, previous 

study on embodied cognition is of limited use for the scope of this thesis.   

 

2.1.1 Situation Models 

 

Situation models are significant in understanding the reader’s immersion in a fictional world. 

Borrowing from the explanation of psycholinguists Rolf Zwaan and Gabriel Radvansky, as presented 

in Caracciolo and Kukkonen, the reader constructs a mental representation – a situation model – of 

the described situation based on linguistic understanding and analysis of the narrative (33). The 

situation models are not, however, left on the level of abstraction, as “they build on our embodied, 

sensory experience of the world” (33–34). Furthermore, if and when evoking especially vivid, 

colourful and passionate mental imagery and responses to fictional worlds, situation models 

become thick in nature. Based on Caracciolo and Kukkonen, it can thus be stated that ”[s]ituation 

models, Zwaan argues, are built out of “experiential traces” left by our past interactions with the 

world . . . Linguistic comprehension is thus far from being a disembodied affair” (34). According to 

the Portuguese-American neuroscientist and professor focusing on cognitive neuroscience and 

emotions, Antonio Damasio, 
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[W]hen we recall an object, when we allow dispositions to make their implicit information 

explicit, we retrieve not just sensory data but also accompanying motor and emotional data. 

When we recall an object, we recall not just sensory characteristics of an actual object but the 

past reactions of the organism to that object . . . This is why we can be conscious of what we 

remember as much as we are conscious of what we actually see, hear, or touch now. (161) 

 

I would claim Damasio’s description of what happens when recalling an object is how thick situation 

models are created. L.M. Montgomery’s multisensorial scent descriptions provide the reader with 

ample content to process and prompt the retrieving of emotional data, out of which to create 

mental imagery inspired by the vividly embodied narrative passages. Even if situation models arise 

from nearly scented descriptions of for instance fragrance-emitting plants, though not overtly of 

their scents, I suggest the varied embodied descriptions at hand may call forth a scented trail in the 

wake of otherwise vivid mental imagery. Without reference to any specific sense, Caracciolo and 

Kukkonen suggest that  

[t]hese multiple sensory references are likely to result in the thickening of the reader’s situation 

models, increasing the imaginative vividness and affective salience of the modeling . . . But even 

in the absence of overt references to the character’s body his or her implicit physicality will 

orient the reader’s experience of internally focalized narrative. (70)  

 

Whether or not a literary scent description elicits a thick situation model of the scent landscape 

without a prior mental or experiential trace of the particular scent(s) is another question, but the 

unconscious constructive forces of mental imagery mentioned in the following excerpt from 

Caracciolo and Kukkonen may provide some hopeful insight into the powerful possibilities of 

imagination, even in the face of encountering novel terrains for situation modelling: 

We should not forget that situation models tend to be constructed and updated unconsciously. 

They are cognitive-level processes that do not, typically, arise in conscious experience. Hence, 

while the experienced sense of engaging with a storyworld “from a character’s perspective” in 

internal focalization may have its roots in situation models, it cannot be fully explained by them. 

To better understand this experiential phenomenon, we need to turn to two further 

psychological processes, both of which are associated with internal focalization and can result 

in the thickening of situation models–namely, mental imagery and empathetic perspective-

taking. (70) 
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As suggested by Caracciolo and Kukkonen, readers are also able to engage in empathic interest 

towards characters based not only on their own immediate experiences, but also the signals or 

indications present in the text (76). As L. M. Montgomery provides such cues to enrichen the vivacity 

of her narrative, there is reason to believe in the plausibility of interest-based situation modelling 

taking place in the reader’s mind, providing opportunity for mental imagery even without accurate 

previous experiential traces. This could be understood as the immersive nature of Montgomery’s 

scent descriptions not being limited only to those readers, who have as varied an experiential 

background in gardening or plant knowledge as the author of said descriptions, but of such situation 

modelling being plausible also on interest-based, mental olfactory landscaping. 

 

2.1.2 Internal Focalization 
 
Another important aspect of embodied narration present in Montgomery’s storytelling is internal 

focalization. When talking of internal focalization, reference is made to relating the inner 

contemplations of a character from a third-person perspective, thus facilitating the reader’s 

immersion into the fictional world. Of metaphorical transportation and immersion in these fictional 

worlds, Caracciolo and Kukkonen say that “readers’ embodied and emotional engagement with the 

fictional world is the mere shadow of their engagement with the real world.” (30) Be the reader’s 

intense immersion in storyworlds but a fraction of his or her engagement with the real world, it is 

regardless a powerfully embodied one, and as such merits closer inspection. Further, they continue 

that 

Whether it is for a passage or for an entire text, focusing on experiences that we recognize as 

inherently private and first-person can have a peculiar effect: it creates a sense that the 

storyworld is experienced “from” the protagonist’s consciousness. […] The hypothesis we are 

working toward is that characters’ bodies play a key role both in how internal focalization is 

textually implemented and in guiding readers’ responses to the text as a whole. (Caracciolo and 

Kukkonen 67) 

 

The quoted passage confirms the significant interplay between internal focalization and affirmation 

of characters’ bodily existence in interpreting narration, thus encouraging further inspection into 

the olfactive dimension of embodied storytelling. The validity and value of scent descriptions as part 
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of embodied narration are well expressed further on in Caracciolo and Kukkonen in the following 

words: 

A similar effect [of keeping track of characters’ exteroceptive circumstances] can be brought 

about by the foregrounding of odors or haptic experiences […]. Smell and touch are proximal 

sensory modalities, and as such they are much more straightforwardly embodied than visual 

perceptions. This kind of consideration goes hand in hand with widespread cultural 

representations of vision as the most “rational” of the senses, and the most removed from our 

animal nature […]. (78) 

 

Within linguistics and the representation of the senses in literature, Nuessel emphasises this 

importance of multisensory literary description by arguing that  

[A] creative writer seeks to evoke in the reader of a literary work all of the sensorial experiences 

that his or her characters feel as vividly as possible. In order to do this, the author must describe 

the sensation of the five senses (hearing, sight, touch, smell, and taste) through the skillful 

selection of appropriate vocabulary that a reader will recognize through previous experiences. 

(111) 

 

Moreover, based on Gérard Genette’s ideas, Caracciolo and Kukkonen claim that “[t]he traditional 

account of fictional worlds assumes that readers move out of the fictional world at the end of the 

narrative . . . Alternatively, they might be ejected from the fictional world in the case of metafictional 

interludes.” (31) 

 

Even though not a direct analogy, I would suggest the boundary of the real and fictional worlds is 

crossed by embodied narration, as the descriptions tap on our physical senses, thus making readers 

feel along and into the narrative they are being recounted. The sense of smell being one of our most 

acute instincts makes olfactory descriptions very effective as a means for this crossing of boundaries 

between the fictional and the real worlds. The object of intently focusing on scented descriptions is 

thus that of illustrating, backed by central scholars of narrative theory and embodied cognition, the 

central role descriptions of olfactory landscapes have in recounting the sensitivities, intensity, 

personal development and depth of the relationships of the main character, Anne Shirley, in the 

first three novels of the Anne of Green Gables series. By demonstrating this crucial part that 

embodied descriptions of fragrances play in evoking mental imageries and situation models in the 
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mind of the reader, this research contributes not only to the pool of research on the works of L. M. 

Montgomery, but also to highlight literary scholarship on olfactive themes, which are only now 

starting to receive more attention in literary research. Fragrance descriptions deserve the attention, 

as their potential in conveying and evoking mental imagery as one of our most immediate instincts 

is vast, and should not be overlooked as a narrative means. In expanding on the scope of embodied 

narration in this vein, as well as in support of the main arguments of this thesis, Caracciolo and 

Kukkonen state that “being pulled into a character’s bodily position through proprioceptive or 

sensory cues can invite readers to simulate his or her mental states at other levels” (79). 

Furthermore, Varela et al. claim that “[a]nother sensory modality where the relation between 

perception and action can be seen is olfaction . . . smell is not a passive mapping of external features 

but a creative form of enacting” (175). It can thus be confirmed, that olfactory descriptions are 

indeed not to be overlooked as part of literary expression, and should thus be studied with due 

diligence. 

 

2.2 Aesthetics  

 

Analysing L. M. Montgomery’s scented storytelling from the perspective of embodied narratology 

only does not provide an elaborate enough point of view on the intended effects of Montgomery’s 

olfactive descriptions on the reader. Within philosophy, Colombetti states that “the whole organism 

regulates itself via a close coupling of brain and body, in which each responds to the other” (103). 

She then goes on to define that “[a]fter an initial “rough guess” about the nature of the perceived 

object, the brain then constructs a more refined representation” (Colombetti 105). This is when 

constructing situation models takes place, and even though Colombetti here refers to the visual 

sense, this could in my view be extended to olfactory perceptions (or descriptions thereof) as well. 

What, then, happens when the situation models have been constructed? Our focus starts shifting 

towards the emotions and feelings that are awakened by the experience and previous knowledge 

and knowledge recalled, which form the building blocks of said situation models. As argued by 

Carlson, 

 

[K]nowledge gives us the appropriate foci of aesthetic significance and the appropriate 

boundaries of the setting so that our experience becomes one of aesthetic appreciation . . . to 

aesthetically appreciate nature we must have knowledge of the different environments of 
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nature and of the systems and elements within those environments. (Carlson, “Appreciation 

and the Natural Environment” 72) 

 

Based on the recalled knowledge and experience behind the situation models, as well as the 

emotional response to them, an aesthetic appreciation and reading of scent descriptions thus starts 

to take form. Additionally, for an aesthetic reading of L. M. Montgomery’s fragranced narration, an 

active, multisensorial focus on what one usually considers as a background setting is also 

indispensable:  

 

[T]he beginning of an answer to the question of how to aesthetically appreciate an environment 

is something like the following. We must experience our background setting in all those ways 

in which we normally experience it, by sight, by smell, touch, and whatever. However, we must 

experience it not as unobtrusive background, but as obtrusive foreground. (Carlson, 

“Appreciation and the Natural Environment” 70) 

 

In essence, an aesthetic regard therefore consists of being aware of the senses – of being 

multisensuously alert (Moore 217). I claim that as the focus of this thesis is to look at the character 

development of Anne Shirley in the Anne of Green Gables novels – which could be phrased 

alternatively as looking at Anne’s process of accumulating knowledge and growing understanding 

of herself and her surroundings – an aesthetical reading of the olfactive descriptions is required to 

support the views already laid out through the perspective of embodied narratology. As I will be 

looking at scented descriptions in works that describe nature in a detailed way, it is natural that the 

field of aesthetics to be consulted for this thesis be environmental aesthetics. 

 

2.2.1 Environmental Aesthetics 

 

As this thesis does not aim to illustrate or debate different theories or aspects within aesthetics, or 

to widely discuss the different dimensions of aesthetics as such, environmental aesthetics will be 

defined here in a simplistic way instead for the purpose of understanding the intended effects of 

olfactive descriptions of nature in L. M. Montgomery’s works in particular. The definition of 

environmental aesthetics, as laid out by some of the most well-established scholars in the field, 

Carlson and Berleant, is “the aesthetic appreciation of non-artistic artifacts and natural objects, as 
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well as the appreciation of both natural environments and our various human-influenced and 

human-created environments” (11). A further basic illustration of aesthetics is provided by Carlson, 

who claims that “how we experience and appreciate nature is ultimately a function of our deepest 

and most profound understanding of nature, and thus that the question of aesthetic relevance – 

that of what should and what should not play a role in shaping that appreciation – is not pointless 

but rather very much alive” (“Nature Appreciation and the Question of Aesthetic Relevance” 63) 

Based on Carlson’s claims, as well as Carlson and Berleant, I therefore maintain that considering 

environmental aesthetics together with embodied narratology is of essence when exploring L. M. 

Montgomery’s olfactive narration in the Anne of Green Gables series. 

 

In conclusion of this chapter, it can be established that drawing on the scholarly research presented 

in this chapter, readers should be able to first construe the narrative’s internal focalization, secondly 

construct situation models as they read on, thirdly form mental imagery against the backdrop of the 

nuanced experiential traces from their inner and outer environments, and ultimately let these 

situation models, experiential traces and empathy for the characters guide them in their 

interpretation of the scented descriptions and their aesthetic in the Anne of Green Gables stories. 

As stated by Caracciolo and Kukkonen in regard to a specific study, but equally applicable here in 

theory, “fictional worlds remain deeply bound up with everyday reality and readers’ assumptions  

. . . there is more to narratives than the explicit language they contain . . . Possible worlds thereby 

became psychological, rather than logical, constructs” (33). All in all, L. M. Montgomery’s multi-

sensorial descriptions are an invitation for the kind of immersion and mental landscaping described 

and detailed above, and in their olfactory dimension open up possibilities for intriguing situation 

modelling and aesthetic appreciation. 

 

The following three chapters deal with the varied olfactive descriptions and findings in all three 

novels constituting the primary material of this thesis: Anne of Green Gables, Anne of Avonlea, and 

Anne of the Island, respectively. Each chapter will start with a short introduction of the novel under 

discussion, and then move on to thematically present and illustrate the relevant findings in each 

novel, and in so doing describe the olfactory atmosphere of each work, and how these findings 

relate to the hypothesis of this thesis. 
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3. Anne of Green Gables 

 

The first one of the three novels under scrutiny, Anne of Green Gables, starts with the protagonist 

of the book series, Anne Shirley, arriving at the elderly siblings’ Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert’s 

farmhouse called Green Gables. She is an eleven-year-old, red-haired orphan girl from Nova Scotia 

(Canada), and sent by way of mistake to the Cuthberts, who are expecting an orphan boy to help 

them with their farm in Avonlea on Prince Edward Island. After initial doubts, both of them become 

captivated by Anne and end up adopting the lively and talkative girl, thus greatly changing their 

everyday existence and that of their acquaintance. Anne finds great happiness in her new 

surroundings and the first home she’s ever had, and quickly makes new friends, the most important 

of which is her ‘bosom friend’ Diana Barry. Anne’s quick temper occasionally flares in her passionate 

response to situations she finds herself in, especially if they involve any acknowledgement of her 

red hair or freckles. Her classmate Gilbert Blythe earns her hatred for this very transgression, 

reducing their communication only to class rivalry at school. The imaginative Anne has a knack for 

getting into almost quotidian predicaments, albeit always learning important lessons along the way.   

Her prominence at school is noted, and at the age of sixteen, she eventually goes to Queen's 

Academy together with a few classmates to earn a teaching license. She earns a scholarship for her 

academic achievements and is offered the chance to go to Redmond College to pursue a Bachelor’s 

degree in Arts, but eventually has to refuse the opportunity due to Matthew’s sudden death and 

Marilla’s deteriorating sight. Gilbert Blythe, whom Anne’s pride still prohibits her from talking to, 

helps Anne to get employed in a nearby school, enabling Anne to stay close to and help Marilla. 

After this act of kindness, Anne’s friendship with Gilbert is established, and she starts eagerly 

awaiting what her life as a teacher will bring along. 

 

There are many discoveries to be made regarding embodied narration and olfactory descriptions in 

Anne of Green Gables. To facilitate the grasping of these discoveries, I have divided them into three 

categories: first, immersive narration relating to Anne’s growth journey; second, descriptions of 

sensitivity and social connection; and third, philosophical and moral ponderings regarding the 

samples surfacing in the novel, as well as accounts relating to the occasional difficulty of defining 

what it takes to make a description an olfactory one. Some of the contents of the subchapters may 

overlap to an extent, but my aim is to provide as easily approachable a classification as possible. I 
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will also illustrate the relevant perspectives on olfactory descriptions as seen through embodied 

narration and cognitive approaches. 

 

I have included several long quotations in this chapter as I consider it useful to demonstrate also 

other descriptions than solely those of fragrances, so that the reader of this thesis would be able to 

comprehend the nature and variety of the embodied narration in Anne of Green Gables, and also 

for them to understand the role and scope of fragranced descriptions, without them being wholly 

removed from their context.  

 

3.1 The Intensity of Anne’s Youth, and whatever happened with it 

 

Anne Shirley’s youth is one of intensity and passionate emotions, which is reflected in the embodied 

descriptions of her surroundings and reactions, to a large scale incorporating also descriptions of 

fragrances. Often enough, Anne’s untamed passion and intense way of experiencing life, people and 

nature makes her stand out from others in her surroundings. As Anne grows and learns life both at 

home with her adoptive family, consisting of the elderly siblings Marilla and Matthew Cuthbert, as 

well as at school with her friends, her intensity gives way to the calmer collectedness of an older, 

almost grown-up Anne of sixteen years by the end of the novel. This is reflected also in the embodied 

descriptions, which are reduced towards the end of the first novel under scrutiny.  

 

At the beginning of Anne of Green Gables, the distinction between Anne and the others is clearly 

reflected through embodied narration in the intensity of her perceptions and emotions, in contrast 

with those of people around her, such as in the following passage:  

Overhead was one long canopy of snowy fragrant bloom . . . Its beauty seemed to strike the 

child dumb . . . “I guess you’re feeling pretty tired and hungry,” Matthew ventured at last, 

accounting for her long visitation of dumbness with the only reason he could think of . . . She 

came out of her reverie with a deep sigh. (Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables 17–18)  

 

Rapturous descriptions of events and sensations abound in the novel, and almost all of them have 

one feature repeatedly in common: they all appeal to more than one of our senses. In the following 

quote, this multisensoriality is displayed through experiences relating to touch, smell and sight: “A 

little gypsy wind came down it [the lane] to meet them, laden with the spicy perfume of young dew-
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wet ferns. Far up in the shadows a cheerful light gleamed out through the trees from the kitchen at 

Green Gables.” (Montgomery, Green Gables 76, emphasis added) Passages like these make the 

descriptions embodied narration in nature, immersing, through their multi-sensuousness, the 

reader into the story and into the sphere of Anne’s passionate way of experiencing and meeting 

with life. Referring to an example of embodied narration in Italo Calvino’s If on a Winter’s Night a 

Traveler, Caracciolo and Kukkonen write that: 

If the current accounts of language comprehension in cognitive science are correct, you should 

understand Calvino’s description through some kind of embodied echo . . . by mentally 

modeling the surroundings of the “you” and his or her bodily contortions. Cognitive scientists 

refer to these processes as “motor resonance” (for the echo) and “situation models” (for 

readers’ imaginative reconstruction of what happens in the story). (2) 

 

Even if the embodied example in the excerpt from analysed in the quote above is about the body’s 

physical positions and the embodied echoes thereof in the reader, this embodiedness stretches 

further out to olfactory descriptions as well. When reading the narrator’s descriptions of flowers 

and scents in Anne of Green Gables, the reader experiences embodied echoes referring to his or her 

olfactive abilities and memories, perhaps even to his or her own intensity of action in childhood. 

Furthermore, the embodied descriptions in Anne of Green Gables tend to include the olfactive 

dimension when describing the rapture, passion and wildness of Anne’s emotions.  

 

The intensity of Anne’s emotions distinguishes her from other characters, as the narration 

emphasises Anne’s ability to sense all of the embodied sensations her environment and the nature 

provide her with. These sensations seem to be nearly impossible for her peers or newfound family 

to understand, as demonstrated by the short dialogue between Anne and Marilla: ““Can I take the 

apple blossoms with me for company?” pleaded Anne. “No; you don’t want your room cluttered up 

with flowers. You should have left them on the tree in the first place.”” (Montgomery, Green Gables 

59) As the story progresses and Anne’s education at home and school is well under way, the olfactive 

dimension gets mentioned more scarcely in the embodied descriptions of nature and the 

surroundings, denoting Anne’s wildness to have been somewhat tamed.  

 

As an adult reader of Anne of Green Gables, I support this train of thought with the argument that 

“meaning-making is grounded in bodily experience,” as borrowed from philosopher Mark Johnson, 
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and presented in Caracciolo and Kukkonen (5). Having already lived through the years of Anne’s 

youth and age, thus knowing through one’s own embodied experience that maturing dampens the 

intensity and excitement of childhood and youth, and their occasional recklessness, one can see the 

analogy between Anne’s maturing and the gradual subsiding of her rapturous exclamations. 

Caracciolo and Kukkonen continue that the “embodied mind, from this perspective, springs from 

interactions between our biological makeup and the experienced physical and sociocultural 

contexts in which we are immersed . . . mind cannot be thought of in isolation from its ecological 

niche” (5). Awareness of our experiencing and interacting as biological beings in different physical 

and sociocultural contexts thus makes us relate to, and understand what makes one embodied, and 

what it is being embodied in a specific way. Thus, based on our own embodied experiences and 

knowledge, we create so-called situation models, which are unconscious cognitive construals of 

situations the narrative reminds us of. (Caracciolo and Kukkonen 6) When encountering sensorial 

descriptions, embodied simulation takes place, or situation models are prompted in the reader’s 

mind. In general, L. M. Montgomery’s narrative style abounds with descriptions prompting situation 

models, not only for scented descriptions, but also for other kinds of multi-sensory embodied 

simulation.  

 

Anne’s development from youth into a teen, and gradual taming of her temper is described through 

flowers in the following speech my Mrs. Rachel Lynde, who had very acutely experienced Anne’s 

burst of hot temper shortly after she had settled in Green Gables. After the rocky start of their 

acquaintance, Anne and Mrs. Lynde come to appreciate each other’s qualities, the latter remarking 

to Marilla of her protégé:  

It’s nothing short of wonderful how she’s improved these three years, but especially in looks 

. . . But somehow–I don’t know how it is but when Anne and them [her friends] are together, 

though she ain’t half as handsome, she makes them look kind of common and overdone–

something like them white June lilies she calls narcissus alongside of the big, red peonies, 

that’s what. (Montgomery, Green Gables 249) 

 

Whether or not flower descriptions as themselves can be counted as scent descriptions is something 

I will discuss later in the third subchapter, but there are several instances when flowers in all their 

aesthetic and scented glory seem to symbolise more than the virtue of beauty in the narration of 

Anne’s story. This is something I will also address later in this chapter.  
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As a matter of fact, one can argue embodied narration through scent descriptions occurs almost 

solely when describing the untamed and passionate in Anne Shirley. As she matures and starts 

focusing on studying, her sense of her passion and embodied self is almost lost, as proven by the 

following passages, the first one relating the circumstances of the storyline, and the second of 

Anne’s own musings and the lack of olfactive perceptions: 

1. The Spencervale doctor who had come the night Minnie May had the croup met Anne at the 

house of a patient one afternoon early in vacation, looked her over sharply, screwed up his 

mouth, shook his head, and sent a message to Marilla Cuthbert by another person. It was: 

“Keep that redheaded girl of yours in the open air all summer and don’t let her read books 

until she gets more spring into her step.” (Montgomery, Green Gables 250) 

2. Anne sighed and, dragging her eyes from the witcheries of the spring world, the beckoning 

day of breeze and blue, and the green things upspringing in the garden, buried herself 

resolutely in her book. There would be other springs, but if she did not succeed in passing 

the Entrance Anne felt convinced that she would never recover sufficiently to enjoy them. 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 256). 

 

However, when Anne’s ambitions had been achieved for the year and she was left to freely roam in 

the nature in person or in her mind, “she drank in the beauty of the summer dusk, sweet-scented 

with flower-breaths from the garden below and sibilant and rustling from the stir of poplars” 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 262). Later on in Anne of Green Gables, Marilla at one point laments 

the loss of the vivid child in Anne, who now has grown both in height and in mind, to which Anne 

responds: “I’m only just pruned down and branched out. The real me–back here–is just the same” 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 276). It is left open whether or not Anne herself laments being pruned 

and branched, but as we read of her return to Green Gables after months of hard study, she starts 

to get back to her familiarly dreamy ways, and the fragranced nuances in embodied narration make 

their return yet again.  

 

As the story progresses, it becomes clear Anne is in the process of becoming herself, if not yet of 

age. She has found herself a family and a home, but is still looking for her place in the world at large. 

This also becomes evident in the following olfactive description, when Anne is for the first time 

asked to recite at a big event at the White Sands Hotel, where important guests from outside of her 

own life sphere in Avonlea will be present: “The electric lights dazzled her eyes, the perfume and 
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hum bewildered her” (Montgomery, Green Gables 270). The transition is clear: the everyday familiar 

scents of nature and its flowers are Anne’s own, but the big world with fragrances worn by 

unfamiliar faces is not yet hers. Little by little, she starts to find her own place in the world, the 

nuances of this quest into selfhood always recounted through multi-sensuous descriptions not only 

of scents, but also of beauty in other sensory forms: “Anne gathered some sprays of pale yellow 

honeysuckle and put them in her hair. She liked the delicious hint of fragrance, as some aerial 

benediction, above her every time she moved” (Montgomery, Green Gables 297). 

 

Scents of fleeting happiness are also present during Anne’s later teen years. Whilst she is studying 

for her teacher’s license at the Queen’s Academy, and thus away from her home in Green Gables, 

“she thought of her own white room at Green Gables . . . of sweet peas growing in the garden”. 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 279) The scope to which Green Gables and Avonlea inspire Anne and 

her imagination is tangible, when she happily declares to Diana, upon returning home: “Isn’t the 

breath of the mint delicious? And that tea rose–why, it’s a song and a hope and a prayer all in one” 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 288). This happens to be one of the rare instances in the novel when 

fragrances are not described as something affecting the atmosphere of, or in the background of 

social interaction, but Anne (or any of the characters, as a matter of fact) directly comments on the 

fragrances she is surrounded by. The scented descriptions and embodied rapture and passion in 

Anne’s early years at Green Gables are characteristic of the joy and the vivacity of an emotional 

child’s, and as she is entering her later teens and industriously educated at school, she learns to 

contain the expressions of her passionate emotions, and thereby also her acute sense for the multi-

faceted beauty of her surroundings.  

 

When Anne is ready to continue veering into further studies, loss and sorrow suddenly enter her 

life. This becomes clear to the reader also through olfactory notes. Of the occasion Anne had her 

last talk with Matthew, “Anne always remembered the silvery, peaceful beauty and fragrant calm 

of that night” (Montgomery, Green Gables 292). Not much later, “Anne came through the hall, her 

hands full of white narcissus,–it was long before Anne could love the sight or odor of white narcissus 

again,–in time to hear her [Marilla] and to see Matthew standing in the porch doorway, a folded 

paper in his hand, and his face strangely drawn and gray” (Montgomery, Green Gables 293). Both 

of these descriptions include more than one embodied element, at the same time as they strongly 

display temporality in the form of the omniscient narrator’s foreseeing comments regarding the 
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scents Anne would later remember and associate very much with Matthew’s sudden passing away. 

Eventually, the sorrow starts to subside as life must go on, and in Anne’s words, grounding and 

newly optimistic fragrant descriptions lead us onto ‘a new epoch’ in her life: “There was freshness 

in the air as of a wind that had blown over honey-sweet fields of clover . . . The wind purred softly 

in the cherry boughs, and the mint breaths came up to her” (Montgomery, Green Gables 306-307). 

 

3.2 Sensitive and Connected, like ‘kindred spirits’ 

 

Olfactory depictions in Anne of Green Gables often denote the establishing of a connection, or 

contrarily, emphasize the loneliness of the sensitive soul perceiving the olfactive sensation, as 

described by the narrator. The vivacity of the description also informs the reader of how animated 

the person in the midst of the description is, or how sensitive that character is to life and the 

surrounding aesthetics of the environment. 

 

Below I will present two different examples of connection through scent, the first one concerning 

Matthew Cuthbert’s journey to fetch the awaited orphan boy in the beginning of the first novel, and 

the second sample relating the first meeting of Anne and her soon-to-be friend, Diana Barry. As for 

Matthew, “[he] and the sorrel mare jogged comfortably over the eight miles to Bright River . . . The 

air was sweet with the breath of many apple orchards” (Montgomery, Green Gables 9). Though 

Matthew is not a man of many words, he still proves to be what Anne calls a ‘kindred spirit’, 

someone with whom a connection of souls and deep understanding is easily established. As for Anne 

and Diana’s first meeting and establishing their friendship over the flowers in Diana’s garden, it is 

clear something of immense emotional magnitude is happening to Anne:  

There were rosy bleeding-hearts and great splendid crimson peonies; white, fragrant narcissi 

and thorny, sweet Scotch roses . . . and masses of sweet clover white with its delicate, fragrant, 

feathery sprays; scarlet lighting that shot its fiery lances over prim white musk-flowers . . . “Oh 

Diana,” said Anne at last, clasping her hands and speaking almost in a whisper, “do you think–

oh, do you think you can like me a little–enough to be my bosom friend?” (Montgomery, Green 

Gables 87) 

 

Both of the instances quoted above vividly portray and emphasize the role of scents in immersing 

the reader into the story and into building an understanding of Anne’s relation to the people she 
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feels closest to, to her ‘kindred spirits’. There are several characters in the story who never get 

described as surrounded by scents, which accounts, I argue, for them being counted as insensitive 

by the narrator, as well as by Anne herself. It is touching, however, how Matthew’s simple sensitivity 

is described through his attachment to certain flowers also later on in the story in the following 

words: “There were flowers about him–sweet old-fashioned flowers which his mother had planted 

in the homestead garden in her bridal days and for which Matthew had always had a secret, 

wordless love” (Montgomery, Green Gables 294). 

 

During the first half of Anne of Green Gables, almost every time Anne’s sensorial experiences are 

described, they are contrasted with the rigidity of the people around her. Another point of view 

would be that Anne notices things others around her do not, but in the following passage, it rather 

seems as though Marilla would be at the more insensitive end of the spectrum: “Anne set the card 

up against the jugful of apple blossoms she had brought in to decorate the dinner table–Marilla had 

eyed that decoration askance, but had said nothing–propped her chin on her hands, and fell to 

studying it intently for several silent minutes” (Montgomery, Green Gables 57). 

 

In contrast with most of the storyline in Anne of Green Gables, in which Anne has been distinguished 

from her peers through the intense embodiment of her emotions and expression, at the end of the 

novel both Anne and Marilla are joined together in deep connection over their sorrow over 

Matthew’s death and the changes it entails on their lives in the recounting of the following instance: 

“[Mrs. Lynde] came up one evening and found Anne and Marilla sitting at the front door in the 

warm, scented summer dusk . . . the odor of mint filled the air” (Montgomery, Green Gables 304). 

Anne is not alone anymore, but has found her own people and become an integral part in their lives, 

enlivening her friends’ and family’s days with the vivacity of her character and perceptions. 

 

3.3 “Souls of good violets”, and other interesting Observations  

 

Aside from the abovementioned classifications of scent descriptions in Anne of Green Gables, there 

are a plethora of other noteworthy uses of fragranced narration in the novel. Besides relating the 

symbolic use of scented descriptions, as well as surprising characterizations of some fragrances, I 

will also discuss in this subchapter the occasional difficulty of drawing the line on where the 

‘fragrance’ of a description starts.  
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In general, the novel’s olfactive descriptions constitute a part of the story’s embodied narration, but 

usually as the last, finishing touch complementing the immersion in whatever scene is at hand, like 

in the following: “One June evening, when the orchards were pink-blossomed again, when the frogs 

were singing silverly sweet in the marshes about the head of the Lake of the Shining Waters, and 

the air was full of the savor of clover fields and balsamic fir woods, Anne was sitting by her gable 

window” (Montgomery, Green Gables 161). Furthermore, where there is a lack of scented narration, 

usually the other elements – vivid descriptions of light and shadow, colours, landscapes and plants, 

are still there. The olfactive dimension can be imagined, as if it were the cherry on the cake.  

 

However, the fragrant flowers are not the only source of scented sensations: even passionate anger, 

or angry passion, almost reaches the realm of olfactive embodiedness: “But Anne continued to face 

Mrs. Rachel [Lynde] undauntedly, head up, eyes blazing, hands clenched, passionate indignation 

exhaling from her like an atmosphere” (Montgomery, Green Gables 65). One can almost smell the 

tension in the air – and even though it is an idiom, there seems to be something olfactive in sensing 

the electric atmosphere sometimes present when tension is on the rise.  

 

3.3.1 Symbolism and Personification 

 

There are a few occasions of clearly symbolical use of literally flowery language in Anne of Green 

Gables. As the scent descriptions are most often connected with flowers, that is also where the 

symbolism lies in the three following examples. In the first two, the white of the flowers clearly 

symbolises the moral purity achieved after apologising, forgiving, and reconciliation between Mrs. 

Lynde and Anne, whereas the roses in the third one could be seen as an allegory to Anne, as she 

was rather like a small and sweet girl with a few thorns – like Matthew’s favourite roses, as we learn 

later on in the novel – when she was taken under Marilla and Matthew’s wings, not at all so against 

Matthew’s own wishes: 

1. “And you can pick a bouquet of them white June lilies over in the corner if you like” 

(Montgomery, Green Gables 74). 

2. “When Marilla went home Anne came out of the fragrant twilight of the orchard with a sheaf 

of white narcissi in her hands” (Montgomery, Green Gables 75). 

3. “Matthew always liked those roses the best–they were so small and sweet on their thorny 

stems” (Montgomery, Green Gables 297). 
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There also arise some surprising olfactory comparisons in the text. Their embodiedness does not 

vanish anywhere, but give rise to deeper aesthetic, philosophical, and moral ponderings, such as in 

the following question posed by Anne, inspired by Marilla’s brooch: “Do you think amethysts can be 

the souls of good violets?” (Montgomery, Green Gables 95). The virtue of colourful beauty is in 

Anne’s mind combined with righteousness, all materialised in the beautiful brooch – but how would 

all of this translate to the scent of ‘good violets’? Violets are, after all, fragrance-emitting flowers, 

and the scent cannot be separated from the flower, regardless of it not having been specified. 

Perspectives on and the symbolism of the virtue of the natural and scents in nature do surface in L. 

M. Montgomery’s embodied storytelling, and will be discussed further in chapter five in this thesis. 

 

Another scent description, this time an almost personified one in line with Anne’s use of her vivid 

imagination – is the following passage preceding Anne’s forced confession of a deed she had not 

done, when faced with undue suspicion on Marilla’s part: “the Madonna lilies in the garden sent out 

whiffs of perfume that entered in on viewless winds at every door and window, and wandered 

through halls and rooms like spirits of benediction” (Montgomery, Green Gables 99). The way the 

scent of the lilies is described is almost as if talking of a presence with a personality or character, as 

if existing as a separate entity from its source.  

 

3.3.2 The Ideal Reader and Understanding Flowers 

 

L. M. Montgomery was an ardent admirer of flowers and plants, which shows in the abundance of 

descriptions thereof in Anne of Green Gables. Is the ideal or intended reader, however, to recognise 

the characteristics of each species to be able to fully immerse herself in the story, and to create so-

called situation models, following the approach of embodied narratology? The narrator does 

provide fully encompassing descriptions to accompany the names of species, so that the reader 

could by association construct a situation model, or by immersive imagination come up with 

something close to the intended olfactory recollection, such as in the delicate description: “the only 

flowers there were myriads of delicate “June bells,” those shyest and sweetest of woodland blooms, 

and a few pale, aerial starflowers, like the spirits of last year’s blossoms” (Montgomery, Green 

Gables 63). I would therefore claim Montgomery’s descriptions not to aim for the construction of a 

situation model corresponding to a species-specific olfactory recollection, but with her vivid scented 
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description to provide the means for the reader to build as closely resembling a situation model as 

possible, based on and supported by her multisensorial descriptions. 

 

Curiously enough, some of the clearly embodied descriptions of sensorial sensations were often 

dubious enough to classify. Cherry or apple blossoms are often mentioned, but are blossoms to be 

understood as emitting scent, or delighting the eye only? I argue that the verbally visual descriptions 

of flowers are meant to be taken up as referring also to their olfactory reach. Blossoming should, in 

the vein of Montgomery’s multisensorial storytelling, be understood as both visual and olfactory. I 

claim the same applies to temperature-related descriptions also, such as “frosty air”, “sweet, fresh, 

chilly days”, or “a crisp tang in the air that was glorious” (Montgomery, Green Gables 145, 160, 200). 

Frosty air does have an olfactive quality, and the embodied experience of changes in temperature 

are not devoid of olfactory characteristics either. 

 

I maintain such descriptions to hint at the existence or emittance of fragrance, even though scent is 

not directly spelled out. The material transformation of matter into something supposedly, but not 

explicitly scented takes place for instance in the following example: “Anne was curled up Turk-

fashion on the hearthrug, gazing into that joyous glow where the sunshine of a hundred summers 

was being distilled from the maple cordwood” (Montgomery, Green Gables 238). The sunshine of a 

hundred summers is being distilled from the maple cordwood and surely emits some scent, but its 

qualities are left for the reader to determine in his or her immersion into the scene.  

 

4. Anne of Avonlea 

 

Anne of Avonlea starts off with Anne keeping to her decision to stay in Green Gables for the time 

being, helping out Marilla with the estate and putting her knowledge to use by teaching at the local 

school. The story progresses with Anne getting to know her pupils, and not only teaching them, but 

learning important lessons from them herself. An important event is also when Marilla and Anne 

receive Marilla’s third cousin’s orphaned twins Davy and Dora Keith to temporarily take care of. 

Eventually, to everyone’s happiness, the children end up staying at Green Gables, giving cause both 

to a lot of concern, as well as joy for their two guardians. Another central theme of the storyline is 

constituted by the endeavours, successes and failures of the local youth association operated by 
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Anne and her friends, the Avonlea Improvement Society. Great importance is also placed on the 

quality of friendship in Anne of Avonlea, as Anne’s old friendships develop along with the characters 

maturing, but also new friendships are formed and experienced by Anne and her novel 

acquaintance.  

 

I have divided my findings thematically into three subchapters illustrative of the main classifications. 

In general, flowers are not depicted in such abundance or as symbolically as in Anne of Green Gables. 

Events and interaction, rather than sensations, are at the core of the storyline of Anne of Avonlea – 

and the aesthetics of life and perceptions within it. If passionately observing the nature and life 

would have been the theme of the embodied and scented descriptions in Anne of Green Gables, for 

Anne of Avonlea, it could be said the remarks revolve around the different facets and dimensions of 

aesthetics. 

 

4.1 The Combined Aesthetics of Flavour and Fragrance 

 

Throughout Anne of Avonlea, there surfaces narration highlighting the delectable odour of food. As 

can be expected of L. M. Montgomery’s descriptive style, those instances do of course cover other 

areas of embodied sensations adding to the completeness of the scenes. An example of this would 

be when “Anne had tea ready when Marilla came home; the fire was crackling cheerily, a vase of 

frost-bleached ferns and ruby-red maple leaves adorned the table, and delectable odors of ham and 

toast pervaded the air” (Montgomery, Avonlea 53). Though the odour is that of food, the sentence 

describes several sensorial dimensions, such as the feel of warmth, visual aesthetics of the season’s 

plants in a vase, as well as the meal in the making, and thus prepares the reader for the enjoyment 

to follow. Incidentally, Marilla arrives home worried, and the focus shifts from the comfort of the 

domestic scene into her misfortunate relatives, only emphasising the pleasure to be taken in the 

homely scene previously described. 

 

Yet another olfactive description entwined with that of flavour is: “Then the girls tripped out to the 

kitchen, which was filled with appetizing odors emanating from the oven, where the chickens were 

already sizzling splendidly” (Montgomery, Avonlea 141). In this instance the description does not 

even seem to convey as much aesthetics as it does culinary pleasure. The focus of this thesis being 

on fragranced descriptions, I could not pass on the gastronomic dimensions of the story, but 
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interpret them as proving the sense of smell to be something of essence for the narrator and the 

characters in conveying the vividly embodied events taking place in the novel. 

 

Anne also professes to want to “drink in” the atmosphere of the day quite a few times in Anne of 

Avonlea. In these instances, I claim Anne to multisensorially be taking in both the physical flavour 

and scent of the moments, as well as the aesthetic value these moments hold for her. Below, I will 

organise the three passages for further discussion on their features. 

1. “The world was so beautiful that Anne spent ten blissful minutes hanging idly over the 

garden gate drinking the loveliness in” (Montgomery, Avonlea 172). 

2. “I just want to drink the day’s loveliness in . . . I feel as if she were holding it out to my lips 

like a cup of airy wine and I’ll take a sip at every step” (Montgomery, Avonlea 182–183). 

3. “Mr. Kimball’s pasture, a green remote place where the air was soft as velvet and fragrant 

as a bed of violets and golden as amber. “Oh, isn’t it sweet and fresh back here?” breathed 

Anne. “I just feel as if I were drinking in the sunshine”” (Montgomery, Avonlea 245–246). 

 

The importance of aesthetics to Anne will be dedicated its own subchapter further on, but the focus 

being currently on “drinking in” something abstract, the reader might start reassessing the features 

of the scenes above to understand the extent of Anne’s delight. In the third example, the fragrance 

of violets is mentioned, but not necessarily in reference to the scent of real violets, but instead as a 

simile: “fragrant as a bed of violets”. This plausible leap of imagination as a part of scented 

descriptions will also be discussed later in this chapter, but in general, the abovementioned 

examples in themselves are eerie and even ethereal, though they also contain tangible elements of 

multi-sensorial description. In “drinking in” the metaphorical flavour of the atmosphere, I claim 

Anne to be reciting her delight at breathing in the fragrant air – whether it be real or imagined 

fragrance. As Anne is maturing, she becomes more profoundly aware of the dimensions of her 

sensorial observations, and instead of rapturous exclamations, she now starts taking delight in the 

depth of the nuances of her multisensuous experiences. 

 

4.2 The Combined Aesthetics of Flowers – From Visual Pleasure to Olfactory Recognition 

 

The flower descriptions I have included as quotations in this chapter all contain an element of multi-

sensuousness or experiencing embodied aesthetics. Simple and straightforward flower descriptions 
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have not been included, neither have unscented flower descriptions akin to the ones already found 

and discussed in the previous chapter on Anne of Green Gables. In general, L. M. Montgomery’s 

flower descriptions tend to include an element of multi-sensuousness through visuality and touch, 

and even where fragrance, which is the focus of this thesis, is not always mentioned, I argue that 

Montgomery aims it to be interpreted as present in her sensorially inspiring storytelling. The first 

category shows that in Anne of Avonlea, the importance of scent becomes clear from the vivid and 

meaningful setting of the scenes depicted. 

 

4.2.1 Scented Flower Descriptions 

 

Anne of Avonlea contains olfactive description combined with other embodied and sensorial 

elements, describing the source for the enticing scent, ferns, in diverse ways. The wording is more 

calm and collected than that in Anne of Green Gables, telling of Anne’s growing serenity and 

maturity of character. The nature of the scent of fern is symbolical of this development – it is more 

earthy, than the fleeting fragrance emitted by flowers. Whatever the circumstances, it is clear that 

Anne takes delight in the scent of fern and everything else around it, in no way undermining her 

calmer appreciation of nature from that of her previous years. This is illustrated in the following 

quotes: 

1. “the drive home, through lanes where the raindrops sparkled on the boughs and little leafy 

valleys where the drenched ferns gave out spicy odors, was delightful” (Montgomery, 

Avonlea 13). 

2. “Anne went back to Green Gables by way of the Birch Path, shadowy, rustling, fern-scented 

. . . She walked slowly, enjoying the sweetness of wood and field and the starry summer 

twilight” (Montgomery, Avonlea 28). 

 

The title of chapter XXI – “Sweet miss Lavendar” is a clear indication of L. M. Montgomery making 

use of the symbolical meaning of flowers (Montgomery, Avonlea 180). Naming a chapter and 

character after something as fragrant as lavender, a plant that undisputedly evokes a recollection 

of its scent, shows acknowledgment of the power of olfactive description. This chapter, and events 

related to its namesake include several olfactive elements, the most important of which are quoted 

below. It is to be noted that lavender is spelled “lavendar” throughout the novel – both the name 

of the character, as well as of the flower. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) lists “lavendar” under 
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the entry for "lavender" only once in a recipe from 1992 – 83 years after the publication of Anne of 

Avonlea – whereas The Corpus of Historical American English (COHA), representing the time period 

between 1820 and 2010, contains four occurrences of “lavendar” (Davies, COHA) referring to the 

flower or its namesake colour, and thirteen occurrences referring to a fictional literary character. All 

of the COHA findings date to the twentieth century, and occur within fictional prose only. At the 

same time, The Early English Books Online (EEBO) corpus, representing fifteenth to seventeenth 

century English, reports only five occurrences of “lavendar” (Davies, EEBO), all relating to botanical 

descriptions dating from the seventeenth century. As the findings on “lavendar” are in stark 

contrast to the amount of hits for “lavender” – 478 examples in the OED entry, 1 894 hits in COHA 

and 689 in EEBO – “lavendar” is thus to be viewed as a rare, literary alternative spelling for lavender.  

 

Below are three quotes illustrative of the significant role L. M. Montgomery gives to olfactive 

description in Anne of Avonlea: 

 

3. “I’m going to give you girls a bunch of lavendar apiece,” said Miss Lavendar brightly, as if she 

had not heard the answer to her question. “It’s very sweet, don’t you think? Mother always 

loved it. She planted these borders long ago. Father named me Lavendar because he was so 

fond of it. The very first time he saw mother was when he visited her home in East Grafton 

with her brother. He fell in love with her at first sight; and they put him in the spare room 

bed to sleep and the sheets were scented with lavendar and he lay awake all night and 

thought of her. He always loved the scent of lavendar after that . . . and that was why he 

gave me the name.” (Montgomery, Avonlea 191) 

4. “Then, when they were tired, they sat down on the rug before the grate in the parlor, lighted 

only by the soft fireshine and perfumed deliciously by Miss Lavendar’s open rose-jar on the 

mantel” (Montgomery, Avonlea 200). 

5. Anne liked to sleep with her window open and let the cherry fragrance blow over her face 

all night. She thought it very poetical. Marilla thought she was risking her life . . . “It seems 

to me, Marilla, that a pearl of a day like this, when the blossoms are out and the winds don’t 

know where to blow from next for sheer crazy delight must be pretty near as good as 

heaven.” (Montgomery, Avonlea 206) 
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The first one of the examples above is possibly the single most important paragraph relating to scent 

in Anne of Avonlea. It very explicitly tells a scented story, where fragrance plays a great role in 

forming impressions or associations to people, and affecting their attachments, life decisions and 

happiness – in a most constructive way. The passage is elaborated and the story of Miss Lavendar’s 

parents become all the more vivid thanks to the fragrant aspect of the story she is telling. The second 

quote also relates to the ambiance at and around Miss Lavendar, albeit this time it is about a happy 

moment shared between kindred spirits, and the sombre fragrance of roses is present to heighten 

the loveliness of the encounter, which is also attributed to by the other elements of embodiment 

once again present in the description of the atmosphere. If and when olfactive descriptions do not 

surface in abundance in L. M. Montgomery’s narration – as in comparison to the other embodied 

elements of her atmosphere landscaping – I would maintain that the inclusion and significance of 

scent descriptions in Anne of Avonlea is to convey the hight of happiness in the story’s events. 

 

In the third example above, the reader can clearly see what Anne thinks of scents, in mirthful 

contrast with Marilla’s pragmatism. In general, olfactory descriptions in Anne of Avonlea are more 

subdued than in Anne of Green Gables. Whether or not it can be interpreted as a signifier of Anne’s 

matured character and subdued passions will be dealt with further on in this chapter. 

 

4.2.2 When encountered with the Odoriferous 

 

So far in the Anne of Green Gables stories, the use of man-made perfume does not seem to be 

encouraged, yet revelling in the olfactive sensations provided by nature are not frowned upon. As 

seems to be the case with L. M. Montgomery and as is shown by many quotes from her works, the 

olfactory dimension of description takes place last, as if to add the finishing touch to the 

comprehensively sense-engaging reading experience and its interpretation by the reader. In the 

passage below, the reader encounters a parody of aesthetics topped off with scorn at the female’s 

use of artificial perfume. Clearly, the narrator and Anne are both in favour of sensing only natural 

fragrances, whether they be in the garden or in the kitchen: 

The newcomer was gorgeously arrayed in a pale blue summer silk, puffed, frilled, and shirred 

wherever puff, frill or shirring could possibly be placed. Her head was surmounted by a huge 

white chiffon hat, bedecked with three long but rather stringy ostrich feathers. A veil of pink 

chiffon, lavishly sprinkled with huge black dots, hung like a flounce from the hat brim to her 
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shoulders and floated off in two airy streamers behind her. She wore all the jewelry that could 

be crowded on one small woman, and a very strong odor of perfume attended her. 

(Montgomery, Avonlea 35) 

 

Another interesting occurrence in regard to olfactive vocabulary takes place, when one of Anne’s 

pupils misspells the word “odoriferous” in grammar class, as if the word symbolically stands not only 

for a bad smell, but also for the foul mood Anne is in. Further, the silence resulting from the 

teacher’s bad mood is depicted to have been felt by everyone, just like a bad odour would be 

(Montgomery, Avonlea 96). 

 

4.3 From Demure to More Mature 

 

One of the central themes of the observations in Anne of Avonlea is the role of aesthetics in Anne’s 

life and thinking. It is not an easy task to define the borders of aesthetics, but as already explained 

and motivated in the chapter on the theory and approaches used in this thesis, I am employing 

Carlson and Berleant’s definition of environmental aesthetics for the purposes of this thesis. I have 

divided this subchapter into further subcategories, through which the aim is to shed light on the 

different aspects of embodied and olfactive aesthetics through the observations made in the novel, 

quoted here below. 

 

4.3.1 The Importance of Aesthetics for Anne 

 

What Anne senses, she appreciates for its aesthetic value. This is apparent in her declaration: “We’re 

to seek beauty and refuse to see anything else” (Montgomery, Avonlea 102). Earlier on, we hear 

from Anne in the following words:  

““I’d like to add some beauty to life,” said Anne dreamily. “I don’t exactly want to make people 

know more . . . though I know that is the noblest ambition . . . but I’d love to make them have 

a pleasanter time because of me . . . to have some little joy or happy thought that would never 

have existed if I hadn’t been born”” (Montgomery, Avonlea 53).  
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The value of beauty and aesthetics for Anne is undeniable, both through her own exclamations, as 

well as through her reactions to her surroundings and the people in it. Going back to Carlson’s ideas 

of environmental aesthetics being about observations of an “unobtrusive background” brought 

forward into the “obtrusive foreground” (Carlson, “Appreciation and the Natural Environment” 70), 

I claim Anne therefore shows avowed aesthetic appreciation of her olfactory surroundings through 

Montgomery’s scented descriptions, as the descriptions are an essential part of her narration, and 

thus by no means left into the “unobtrusive background.” 

 

4.3.2 The Importance of Imagination for Anne, and the Role of Imagination in Olfactive Sensitivity 

 

According to Anne’s sense of aesthetics and poetry, the beauty of scent should also be found, even 

if there is only a visual description of it: 

“I should rather call it a picture,” said Jane. “A poem is lines and verses.” 

“Oh dear me, no.” Anne shook her head with its fluffy wild cherry coronal positively. “The lines 

and verses are only the outward garments of the poem and are no more really it than your 

ruffles and flounces are you, Jane. The real poem is the soul within them . . . and that beautiful 

bit is the soul of an unwritten poem. It is not every day one sees a soul . . . even of a poem.” 

(Montgomery, Avonlea 110) 

 

As Anne and her favourite student, the equally sensitive kindred spirit Paul Irving share with each 

other their fictional worlds and stories not understood by their more pragmatic friends and family, 

the reader may ask if it is imagination which enables multi-sensorial experiences. I claim that it is 

the case, as imagination would, certainly, be connected to the constructing of the situation models 

built by the reader in interpreting the scenes described in the novel, and thus also the ability to live 

into Anne’s experiences as fully, as she lives them herself.  

 

There are two examples that illustrate well the need for connecting imagination and aesthetics in 

order to understand Anne’s way of living and her surroundings: 

1. ““I kept thinking of much good the rain will do and how glad my garden must be for it, and 

imagining what the flowers and buds would think when the drops began to fall. I imagined 

out a most interesting dialogue between the asters and the sweet peas and the wild canaries 

in the lilac bush and the guardian spirit of the garden”” (Montgomery, Avonlea 156–157). 
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2. ““I think her parents gave her [Miss Lavendar] the only right and fitting name that could 

possibly be given her […]. It’s so suggestive of sweetness and old-fashioned graces and ‘silk 

attire.’”” (Montgomery, Avonlea 192) 

 

Both of the quotes are vivid examples of Anne’s colourful imagination and how it flavours her 

everyday life and interactions, and both passages relate to ideas of scented flowers, albeit the scents 

themselves are not mentioned. However, the reader can deduce Anne’s inspiration to be the result 

of letting her imagination fly inspired by the multi-sensorial aesthetics provided by the idea of 

flowers both in the first, as well as in the second example above. The views of noted Montgomery 

scholar Elizabeth Rollins Epperly on Anne of Avonlea failing to showcase much character 

development taking place for Anne (41, 52) would explain the scarcity of open scent descriptions in 

L. M. Montgomery’s narration. If and when Anne doesn’t grow or evolve as significantly in her 

thinking as in Anne of Green Gables, there is bound to be a lack of narration of embodied, self-

exploratory olfactive description. Nevertheleess, when fragrances do surface in the text, whether 

they be in the kitchen or telling the story of Miss Lavendar, they do so effectively. 

 

4.3.3 The Importance and Effect of Scents on Anne 

 

The uplifting power of fragrance and aesthetic of flowers inspires Anne. The reader can clearly see 

the effect of olfactory aesthetics on her, whether they be clearly stated to be there, or placed there 

by the reader’s inspired situation modelling. This is present for instance in the moment, when Paul 

Irving reaches out to his teacher Anne with flowers he has picked for her: “He held out to her a 

cluster of the dainty little wild orchids which Avonlea children called “rice lillies . . . “You darling,” 

said Anne, taking the fragrant spikes . . . attended by the sweetness of her orchids as by a 

benediction” (Montgomery, Avonlea 36–37). 

 

Anne’s perhaps most vocal expression of her passion for scents is the passage, relating a walk in the 

woods with her bosom friend Diana: 

“The air has magic in it . . . And oh, do smell the dying fir! . . . Bliss is it on such a day to be 

alive; but to smell dying fir is very heaven. That’s two thirds Wordsworth and one third Anne 

Shirley. It doesn’t seem possible that there should be dying fir in heaven, does it? And yet it 

doesn’t seem to me that heaven would be quite perfect if you couldn’t get a whiff of a dead 
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fir as you went through its woods. Perhaps we’ll have the odor there without the death . . . 

That delicious aroma must be the souls of the firs . . . and of course it will be just souls in 

heaven.” “Trees haven’t souls,” said practical Diana, “but the smell of dead fir is certainly 

lovely.” (Montgomery, Avonlea 39–40) 

 

This passage decidedly reveals Anne’s keenness for scents. Furthermore, there are several referrals 

to firs later on in the story, albeit not always described from a scented angle. Regardless, the 

importance of the scent of the dying fir having been established early on in the novel, one could 

assume the presence of firs to evoke olfactory sensations also later on. Anne is by no means 

indifferent to fragrance, but intricately inspired by it. For Anne, happiness is enjoying the visual, 

haptic, and olfactive aesthetics of the world – and thus undoubtedly also the aesthetic of the scent-

emitting flowers and nature. 

 

4.3.4 Does Sensitivity to Scents Equal Immaturity? 

 

As already mentioned, relishing in scents happens only occasionally in Anne of Avonlea. Anne is now 

brought-up and “pruned”, as she herself stated towards the end of Anne of Green Gables, and 

relates to the world no longer with the unrestrained fervour of a young child. Could scents, and 

being sensitive to them, thus express some sort of primal being, giving in to one’s senses, even 

immaturity in Anne of Avonlea? By discussing the following two examples, I will try to illustrate the 

different aspects to this question, as well as provide a satisfactory answer.  

 

When in preparation for a much-anticipated visitor, the reader finds Anne and Diana in quite a state: 

There may have been two happier and more excited girls somewhere in Canada or the United 

States at that moment, but I doubt it. Every snip of the scissors, as rose and peony and bluebell 

fell, seemed to chirp, “Mrs. Morgan is coming today.” . . . A great blue bowlful of snowballs 

overflowed on the polished table. The shining black mantelpiece was heaped with roses and 

ferns. Every shelf of the what-not held a sheaf of bluebells; the dark corners on either side of 

the grate were lighted up with jars full of glowing crimson peonies, and the grate itself was 

aflame with yellow poppies. All this splendor and color, mingled with the sunshine falling 

through the honeysuckle vines at the window in a leafy riot of dancing shadows over walls and 

floor, made of the usually dismal little room the veritable “bower” of Anne’s imagination, and 
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even extorted a tribute of admiration from Marilla, who came in to criticize and remained to 

praise. (Montgomery, Avonlea 140) 

 

The passage brings us back to and reminds us of Anne’s earlier years of more rapturous reactions to 

aesthetics – it is as if something of that had returned in here with overflowing excitement at the 

prospect of her long-awaited and idolised literary visitor, yet in a mature enough form to 

simultaneously attract stern Marilla’s appreciation and approval. Anne and Diana are extremely 

excited and energetic with their preparations, yet disappointed at the end, as their much-awaited 

guest eventually does not arrive. The passage and its conclusion could be interpreted as all the 

preparations and ensuing sensations of excitement having been in vain, and thus wasted, as if 

embodied enthusiasm could be considered as something not worthwhile, and that someone with 

more experience of the world than Anne and Diana – like Marilla – might have used less energy and 

vigour and of their ‘physical self’, so to speak, in preparation for the grand visit. In the light of such 

an interpretation, a sensitivity to embodied sensations could indeed be seen as signifying 

incompleteness and immaturity. 

 

I claim, however, the opposite: that observations of the olfactive are a signifier of sensorial alertness 

and willingness to explore the self and experience growth and learning. I do simultaneously 

acknowledge that Anne of Avonlea comes short as an exploration of Anne’s character development 

in comparison with Anne of Green Gables. In this particular light, supported by the analysis of the 

novel by Epperly and other significant Montgomery scholars, such as Mary Rubio and Elizabeth 

Waterston, I recognise that Anne’s passionate reactions in the novel do occasionally function as 

displays of immaturity (Epperly 39–40). I do not, however, completely agree with Epperly’s disdain 

at Anne’s journey of growth in Anne of Avonlea, as I the observations and analyses presented earlier 

on in this thesis prove Anne’s observational sensitivity to embodied experiences being something 

she and the people around her cherish and hold dear. Immaturity as a characteristic, on the other 

hand, would be responded to in other ways. This view finds support in the following passage from 

the end of the novel, and the perspective is also one most often given voice to by the narrator. 

Praise of multisensorial sensitivity could thus be deduced as the prevalent aim of Montgomery’s 

scented storytelling, also in Anne of Avonlea. 
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Perhaps some realization came to her that after all it was better to have, like Anne, “the vision 

and the faculty divine”. . . that gift which the world cannot bestow or take away, of looking at 

life through some transfiguring . . . or revealing? . . . medium, whereby everything seemed 

apparelled in celestial light, wearing a glory and freshness not visible to those who, like herself 

. . . looked at things only through prose [as contrasted with poetry]. (Montgomery, Avonlea 

264) 

 

Altogether, some embodied descriptions in Anne of Avonlea clearly do display more of Anne’s 

immaturity than of her character development. The argument of sensitivity for scents showcasing 

immaturity cannot, however, be accepted as valid overall when looking at the findings of this thesis 

so far. Instances of Anne’s immaturity are not related solely or specifically through scented 

descriptions in Anne of Avonlea; instead, they can be read into her conversations with her friends 

(Epperly 50–51). Rather, some embodied descriptions can be interpreted as displaying this need for 

character development, but scented descriptions or their scarcity cannot be said to categorically 

signify immaturity of character in Anne Shirley.  

 

4.3.5 Turning the Page of Girlhood  

 

In Anne of Avonlea, the omniscient narrator notes the different stages of development Anne finds 

herself in throughout the story. When discussing friendship with her friend, Mrs. Allan, the latter 

observes that: “In the delicate whitebrowed face beside her, with its candid eyes and mobile 

features, there was still far more of the child than of the woman. Anne’s heart so far harbored only 

dreams of friendship and ambition, and Mrs. Allan did not wish to brush the bloom from her sweet 

unconsciousness. So she left her sentence for the future years to finish” (Montgomery, Avonlea 

131). In general, Anne of Avonlea continues relating the maturing of the main character, Anne 

Shirley, as her life as well as that of her friends’ changes and they enter new life stages, both 

personally and ambition-wise. Both her old and new friends and their stories also detail character 

development and mirror that of Anne’s.  

 

On the very last page of the story, Anne contemplates the following: “perhaps . . . love unfolded 

naturally out of a beautiful friendship, as a golden-hearted rose slipping from its green sheath” 

(Montgomery, Avonlea 276). Anne’s character development and growth are intriguingly connected 
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into her sensorial world through the comparison to a rose, with all its potential and scent left for 

the reader to imagine. Finally, the narrator recounts what the reader might have already suspected: 

“but the Anne who walked up the dark lane was not quite the same Anne who had driven gaily down 

it the evening before. The page of girlhood had been turned, as by an unseen finger, and the page 

of womanhood was before her with all its charm and mystery, its pain and gladness” (Montgomery, 

Avonlea 276). This passage lifts the curtain on a new scope for fragranced descriptions in the Anne 

of Green Gables series – that of budding romance. Not only the scent, but also the symbolism of 

romance is embedded in the rose, both in connection with Miss Lavendar’s happy ending as well as 

Anne’s developing friendship with Gilbert (Epperly 54). 

 

Anne has been in the process of maturing into womanhood throughout her various successes and 

trials in Anne of Avonlea, and is consequently yet again turning a new leaf in her life. She starts 

preparing her return to her studies and has to once more leave her dear friends and Green Gables 

behind in order to face new challenges on the path to becoming her adult self. This sets the most 

intriguing starting point to the third and last novel analysed in this thesis, namely, Anne of the Island. 

 
 

5. Anne of the Island 

 

In Anne of the Island, Anne is finally continuing her university studies aiming for a Bachelor’s Degree 

in Arts, this time in Redmond College in the mainland city of Kingsport. During her student 

experience at Redmond, she re-encounters old friends and makes new ones, simultaneously 

maintaining and strengthening her connection with her loved ones on Prince Edward Island. Anne 

affirms her identity as ‘an islander’ as she visits her native Nova Scotia on the continent, claiming 

her bond with Prince Edward Island and Avonlea to be stronger than with her birthplace on the 

peninsula. Anne gains a lot of wisdom and experience through different events, such as getting her 

first story published and learning to navigate the troubled waters of romance. She also learns 

through loss, as one of her childhood friends dies of tuberculosis at the very onset of a happy adult 

existence. Change is in the air and nostalgia is tangibly present, as Anne’s childhood friends start 

getting married, her bosom friend Diana also giving birth to her firstborn child. After rejecting the 

romantic advances of her close friend Gilbert Blythe, Anne then welcomes those of Roy Gardner, 
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who in many respects responds to her youth’s ideals of true love. As she enters adulthood, she 

learns of different aspects of affection through the shattering of the romantic ideals of her younger 

years, as well as through her growing self-knowledge. Only in the end does Anne realise it is not 

Roy, but Gilbert who belongs in her life, and who after all the wait and Anne’s previous rejections 

still loves her and embraces her eventual approval leading to their engagement.  

 

In Anne of the Island, the most significant theme of embodied and olfactive descriptions is that of 

change. Other important themes surfacing in the scented descriptions of the story are those of 

nostalgia and belonging, the aesthetics and symbolism of natural scents, and last – though not least 

– blossoming romance. Findings related to these themes will be illustrated in their respective four 

subchapters. 

 

5.1 “The Shadow of Change” 

 

In the narration of Anne of the Island, Anne’s voice is already established after the narrator having 

elaborated her character and thinking during the two previous novels, Anne of Green Gables and 

Anne of Avonlea. The very first chapter of this story is titled “The Shadow of Change”, giving way to 

what characterises the whole novel – the change that takes places in Anne, her friends and family, 

and their social and physical environments. At the onset of the novel, the change in the air is filled 

with sweet scents of harvest: “airy fleets of thistledown drifted by on the wings of a wind that was 

still summer-sweet with the incense of ferns in the Haunted Wood” (Montgomery, Island 1). In 

general, mentions of pines, firs and plants continue in abundance in Anne of the Island. There are, 

however, less of overt descriptions of scents and fragrances than in the two previous novels of the 

series. This finding supports the thesis’ claim of scent descriptions mirroring Anne’s character 

development from a wild and passionate child into a deeply feeling and sensitive adult, especially 

as the effect of the few fragrance descriptions in Anne of the Island are even more impressive, as 

they are not present in abundance.  

 

5.1.1 Laying the Grounds for Change 

 
In the beginning of the story, Anne and Diana contemplate over youth and adulthood discussing 

everything about their lives is about to change (Montgomery, Island 3). It is clear from Diana’s and 
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Anne’s dialogue that there is a change in progress – they and their friends are facing a new reality, 

as they are crossing over from childhood into adulthood. At the age of eighteen, the prospects of 

both girls inevitably turn from childhood dreams into tangible choices affecting life in the long term. 

Anne’s return to university is a time of personal growth and learning, shared together with old and 

new friends, Priscilla Grant and Philippa ‘Phil’ Gordon amongst them. At the same time as Anne 

longs for the nature in Avonlea, she continues to build her own identity and knowledge through life 

and studies in Redmond. Eventually, her growing feeling of belonging also to Kingsport starts 

reflecting her process of becoming an adult with individual responsibilities and duties not just 

towards her adoptive family, but towards herself and the people who want to be a part of her future. 

One such person is her childhood friend Gilbert Blythe, on whose mind romantic considerations 

dwell in regards to Anne, but who after having been rejected by her still wants to keep up their long 

friendship, as described in the following excerpt: ““I’ve come up to ask you to go for one of our old-

time rambles through September woods and ‘over hills where spices grow,’ this afternoon,” said 

Gilbert, coming suddenly around the porch corner” (Montgomery, Island 238). It is clear that old 

times are recognised as such, as Anne and her friends are all maturing into adulthood and thus face 

a new world with new challenges and questions to consider. Findings related on the change in Anne 

specifically will be presented next, illustrating what kind of a protagonist Anne of the Island sees as 

the experiencer of its embodied descriptions.  

 

5.1.2 Anne’s Character Development and Maturing 

 

In Anne of the Island, L. M. Montgomery continues to describe Anne as a sensitive and empathetic, 

yet now also a sensible and responsible young adult with a keen sense of humour. The traces of 

heated temper and wildness have been left in the past, giving way to a charming, clever young 

woman with an analytical and personal perspective to her philosophical ponderings concerning the 

world and the people in it. Anne’s character development is detailed in many different ways: 

through Anne expressing more agency over her actions and approaches to life than before in the 

passages relating her ambitions regarding writing stories (Montgomery, Island 83) as well as in her 

discussions with her friends Ruby Gillis (Montgomery, Island 105) and Priscilla Grant (Montgomery, 

Island 217) on religious and existential views, respectively. L. M. Montgomery’s narrator clearly 

intends the reader to take up how much more Anne is now an adult, than the carefree youth of 
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earlier stories. It can be stated that Anne of the Island is the novel where Anne clearly transcends 

from youth into adulthood. 

 

As much of the young adult that Anne now is becoming, she still brings love and youthful life into 

people’s existence, which can be seen in the following quote detailing Marilla’s train of thought: 

“And the coming of Anne–the vivid, imaginative, impetuous child with her heart of love, and her 

world of fancy, bringing with her color and warmth and radiance, until the wilderness of existence 

had blossomed like the rose. Marilla felt that out of her sixty years she had lived only the nine that 

had followed the advent of Anne” (Montgomery, Island 148). Anne’s development and maturing is 

here likened to the rose, which cannot be considered detached from its fragrance. Scents, just like 

Anne, thus here embody the vividness of and progress in life, without which life is not fully lived. 

 

5.1.3 Scents Symbolising Nostalgia and Belonging 
 

One of the central roles of scent descriptions and the symbolism of fragrance-emitting flowers in 

Anne of the Island is that of signifying nostalgia and belonging. The very title of the novel indicates 

Anne’s identity as an islander to have grown and strengthened, even though she originates from 

the mainland. As Epperly positions it, “love of place is a way of celebrating the centred, whole 

personality” (8). If Anne has been in the process of building her character in the two novels discussed 

earlier in this thesis, she is now ready to start defining the further aspects of her personality, such 

as the connection of place to identity, and identity to place.  

 

As for scented descriptions expressing nostalgia, not only Anne of Avonlea, but also Anne of the 

Island contains a chapter named after fragrant flowers, this time in the form of “Roses of Yesterday” 

(Montgomery, Island 143) In this novel, scents are often associated with memory and soul-felt past 

and present existence, as illustrated by the six quotes below, all representing in different ways the 

aspects of scented belonging. 

1. “They were leaning on the bridge of the old pond, drinking deep of the enchantment of the 

dusk” (Montgomery, Island 5). 

2. ““The MacPhersons have moved down to my place. She’s a great housekeeper and very 

particular. She’s rooted all my June lilies up because she says they make a garden look so 

untidy. Thomas set them lilies out when we married”” (Montgomery, Island 41). 
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3. “The perfume of Miss Lavendar’s rose bowl still filled the air . . . “It really makes me feel a 

little bit like a ghost revisiting the old time glimpses of the moon,” laughed Anne . . . the girls 

. . . went away in the perfect half hour that follows the rose and saffron of a winter sunset” 

(Montgomery, Island 57). 

4. “She looked at it with delighted eyes, as she and Phil turned in at the gate. “It’s almost exactly 

as I’ve pictured it,” she said. “There is no honeysuckle over the windows, but there is a lilac 

tree by the gate, and–yes, there are the muslin curtains in the windows. How glad I am it is 

still painted yellow”” (Montgomery, Island 144). 

5. “Bertha Shirley [Anne’s deceased mother] had possessed the gift of writing letters which 

embodied the charming personality of the writer in words and thoughts that retained their 

beauty and fragrance after the lapse of time. The letters were tender, intimate, sacred . . . 

“This has been the most beautiful day of my life,” Anne said to Phil that night. “I’ve found 

my father and mother. Those letters have made them real to me. I’m not an orphan any 

longer. I feel as if I had opened a book and found roses of yesterday, sweet and beloved, 

between its leaves”” (Montgomery, Island 146–147). 

6. ““Peppermints always seem to me such a religious sort of candy–I suppose because when I 

was a little girl Grandmother Gordon always gave them to me in church. Once I asked, 

referring to the smell of peppermints, ‘Is that the odour of sanctity?’”” (Montgomery, Island 

156). 

 

In the first one of the quotes, we once again encounter the multisensorial expression of “drinking 

in” something airy and ethereal, expressing the several embodied dimensions of olfactive and 

gustatory sensations. This time, the expression surfaces in connection with repeating an action from 

the past at a familiar location, bringing comfort to the scented sensation. The second quote is not 

overly scented, but nevertheless a description of fragrance-emitting plants, and in her statement 

Mrs. Rachel Lynde – who has moved in to keep company with Marilla after the death of her own 

husband – evokes memories, feelings and passions, and even hints at being symbolically and 

factually uprooted from her past existence.  

 

The third quote showcases scented description as an expression of nostalgia and memories referring 

to olfactive experiences in Anne of Avonlea, as discussed earlier in this thesis. What is of interest 

here is the reference to rose and saffron, both of which are scented as well as flavoured, yet in this 
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example seem to stand mostly for colours. This multisensorial tickling of the senses – both the visual, 

olfactive and gustatory ones – clearly shows how much importance and meaning L. M. Montgomery 

places on the different senses in her narration. 

 

The fourth and fifth quotes relate a touching occasion and experience of nostalgia in the story, when 

Anne sees and visits her birthplace Bolingbroke, in Nova Scotia, for the first time. Anne has pictured 

fragrance-emitting flowers in her mental imagery of her birthplace, attaching a sense of beauty and 

belonging into the scene and location. Furthermore, letters are usually considered a visual and 

haptic affair, but here the thoughts expressed in them are described as having retained their virtue 

and olfactive beauty. The way L. M. Montgomery’s narrator pays attention to the fragrance of 

letters, once again, emphasises the importance of the multisensorial scope of embodied experience 

in her narration. 

 

In the last of the six examples above, Anne’s new friend Philippa Gordon describes in a humorous 

way the connection between olfaction and nostalgia in the form of a memory of hers regarding the 

smell of peppermint, connected by spatial association to sanctity. The passage can be interpreted 

as an acknowledgement of scents creating and also belonging to different atmospheres. Altogether, 

all of the quotes support the claim of one of the roles of scented description in Anne of the Island 

being that of signifying belonging in time and place. 

 

5.2 The Virtue of the Natural 

 

The contrast in virtuousness between scents emanating from nature and man-made perfume has 

been mentioned previously in this thesis, and it surfaces again in Anne of the Island. In general, 

Montgomery’s nature descriptions highlight the virtuousness of nature (Epperly 4) with only a few 

occasional mentions of wearing an actual perfume. When intentional wearing of perfume is 

described, it is done so coupled together with Anne’s awkwardness at this worldly and urban habit, 

strengthening the interpretation of a natural state as something virtuous and pure. I claim that in 

the Anne of Green Gables novels studied in this thesis, nature and its scents stand representative of 

the innocence of youth, whilst man-made perfume represents simultaneously the allure and 

attraction in, as well as the possibilities and risks associated with adulthood and urban life.  
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The following four quotes will be discussed in support of this argument: 

 

1. “They saw it as they walked up the pine-fringed hill from the park . . . with groups of pines 

on either side of [the house], stretching their arms protectingly over its low roof . . . the 

garden was still very sweet with dear, old-fashioned, unworldly flowers and shrubs–sweet 

may, southern-wood, lemon verbena, alyssum, petunias, marigolds, and chrysanthemums  

. . . The whole place might have been transplanted from some remote country village; yet 

there was something about it that made its nearest neighbor, the big lawn-encircled palace 

of a tobacco king, look exceedingly crude and showy and ill-bred by contrast” (Montgomery, 

Island 48). 

2. “The fresh chill air was faintly charged with the aroma of pine balsam […] “[T]he lure of April 

is abroad on the air”” (Montgomery, Island 67). 

3. “The air was fragrant with the wild, sweet, wholesome smell of young raspberry copses” 

(Montgomery, Island 79). 

4. ““Is it true that she wore so many diamonds that you couldn’t tell where the diamonds left 

off and Jane began?” Anne laughed. “She certainly wore a good many. What with all the 

diamonds and white satin and tulle and lace and roses and orange blossoms, prim little Jane 

was almost lost to sight”” (Montgomery, Island 239). 

 

In the first quote, a house with a garden, a haven of visually and olfactively pleasing flora is described 

in contrast with a tobacco tycoon’s tasteless habitat. The garden mentioned is described as if 

removed from a rural setting, thus accentuating the dichotomy between a virtuous village existence 

and the urban decadence of making one’s living by capitalising on tobacco. The city is thus depicted 

as a place without pleasurable scents, and refuge is to be found only when surrounded by nature. 

Although Anne has expressed interest in worldly matters (that is studying, instead of adhering to a 

simpler, rural lifestyle), her connection with nature and its scents is not lost in the city, however, 

therefore suggesting that her connection with the natural is key to her staying connected with 

herself and her passions even in her new, urban environment.  

 

The second of the quotes above displays yet again L. M. Montgomery’s affinity for scented 

descriptions involving needle trees. Descriptions of the scents of pine and fir abound in the primary 

material of this thesis, but especially throughout Anne of Avonlea and Anne of the Island. 
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Simultaneously, there are fewer instances of fragrant flowers being mentioned. The yearly cycles of 

evergreen needle trees being more constant than those of fleetingly blooming flowers could be seen 

as the presence, scent and mentions of coniferous trees as symbolising the stability and resilience 

of adulthood, in contrast with the temporary emotional fluctuations of youth, akin to flowers 

blooming for a short time only.  

 

The third and fourth quotes relate the virtue and genuineness of natural, “wholesome” scent in 

contrast with that of material overindulgence. The odour of wild raspberry copses is sweet and 

hearty, whereas material excess – too much of roses and orange blossoms included – is mocked, 

and moderation lauded. Regardless of excess being frowned upon, nature continues to inspire a 

myriad of multisensorial descriptions of delight throughout Anne of the Island.  

 

5.3 The Delightfully Multisensuous, Aesthetic and Symbolical Nature  

 

Through descriptions of embodied aesthetic appreciation, Anne’s connection with herself is 

emphasised through her experience of scents in nature and their varied symbolism. In this 

subchapter, the discussion will focus on the numerous, but short quotes below filled with intense 

olfactive narration. 

1. ““No spring is ever just like any other spring. It always has something of its own to be its own 

peculiar sweetness”” (Montgomery, Island 68). 

2. ““I came through Violet-Vale; it’s just a big bowlful of violets now–the dear, sky-tinted things. 

Smell them, Marilla–drink them in.” Marilla sniffed obligingly, but she was more interested 

in Anne than in drinking violets” (Montgomery, Island 148). 

3. ““The year is a book, isn’t it, Marilla? Spring’s pages are written in Mayflowers and violets, 

summer’s in roses, autumn’s in red maple leaves, and winter in holly and evergreen”” 

(Montgomery, Island 149). 

4. “It was November–the month of crimson sunsets, parting birds, deep, sad hymns of the sea, 

passionate wind-songs in the pines” (Montgomery, Island 161). 

5. ““What a delicious aroma that low-descending sun is extracting from the asters and ferns. I 

wish we could see perfumes as well as smell them. I’m sure they would be very beautiful”” 

(Montgomery, Island 241). 
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6. ““I wonder what it would be like to live in a world where it was always June,” said Anne, as 

she came through the spice and bloom of the twilit orchard to the front door steps” 

(Montgomery, Island 175). 

7. “The night was so very still that one should have been able to hear the whispers of roses in 

blossom–the laughter of daisies–the piping of grasses–many sweet sounds, all tangled up 

together” (Montgomery, Island 181). 

8. “It was a darkly-purple bloomy night. The air was heavy with blossom fragrance–almost too 

heavy. The cloyed senses recoiled from it as from an overfull cup. The birches of the path 

had grown from the fairy saplings of old to big trees. Everything was changed” (Montgomery, 

Island 233). 

 

The first one of the quotes mentions the sweetness of spring in a way that evokes mental imagery 

of sweetness as symbolising Anne’s character, and spring that of renewal and growth. Anne is thus 

portrayed as connected to herself and in acknowledgement of there being seasons both in the 

nature surrounding her, as well as within her own experience of herself. The representation of a 

connection with oneself is thus an embodiedly tangible one, accessible to the reader through an 

aesthetic regard and ensuing alertness towards his or her changing and evolving surroundings. This 

interpretation can also be extended to the third quote, which encourages the lookout that scents 

are omnipresent in and part of life, throughout their symbolical and factual seasons.    

 

The second quote relates another instance of “drinking in” delicious flowers, but in this instance, 

the vigour with which Anne prompts Marilla to take part in the sniffing of the sublime seems to 

stand for the previously present excitement of youth and life – and youth is by law of Nature on 

Anne’s side. Airborne scents are also mentioned quite a few times in Anne of the Island, the fourth 

quote in all its multisensoriality and comprehensively embodied appeal being only one example of 

such description. Usually, it is the scent of pines that is carried by the wind, air, wind and scents 

together symbolising the untamed in Anne, the inner excitement no-one from the outside can rule 

over – just like the wind has no master.  

 

The fifth quote demonstrates a rare occurrence of the word ‘perfume’. In general, ‘perfume’, 

‘fragrance’, ‘scent’, ‘smell’ and ‘aroma’ are all used to describe pleasant olfactory sensations 

throughout the primary material of this thesis. What is striking, though, is that ‘perfume’ has until 
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this quote surfaced more often than not when narrating artificiality or the unknown in relation to 

scents, thus without clear positive connotations. Here, on the other hand, Anne is talking of perfume 

in relation to natural fragrance emitted by plants. Why should Anne want to see perfumes, as in 

Montgomery’s narration their material and visually perceptible source is almost always given, such 

as in this very example? As the quote above is situated closer to the end of the novel, I would argue 

the meaning of ‘perfume’ starts to have a more positive connotation as depicting a more mature 

Anne ready for the challenges of adulthood.  

  

The remaining sixth, seventh and eigth quotes display a change or shift in the atmosphere of 

olfactively aesthetic descriptions in the Anne of Green Gables series. The sixth quote undoubtedly 

relates to fragrance, but in a less rapturous way of description than before. Impulses related to 

scents and other embodied experiences are framed in a more composed way, reflecting Anne’s 

character development and maturing into adulthood and involving the ability to regulate her 

impulses, reactions and emotions. In the seventh quote, something sensually secretive is in the air 

through the allegorical whispers, laughter and entanglement of fragrance-emitting flowers, hinting 

at a new possible layer of sensual interpretation. The sweetness of sounds and scent combined 

escalate to menacing excess in the eight example, turning to cloying as they become the 

interpretation of Anne’s sub-conscience now starting to deal with the pangs of heartache and 

heartbreak. 

 

Altogether, nature continues to pertain its allure as a source of scented descriptions evoking 

aesthetic sensations and delight throughout the story. As Anne moves towards adult existence and 

starts experiencing the sensual and romantic dimensions of olfaction and fragrances, the last 

thematic category of this thesis’ findings from Anne of the Island is at hand. 

 

5.4 Blossoming Romance – Scents Representing Romantic Sensuality and Love 

 

Epperly has argued that Montgomery was preoccupied with narrating romance and the romantic in 

order to challenge her readers to question their own notions on the topic (9). As further exploration 

into the topic of romance in the Anne of Green Gables stories is outside of the scope of this thesis, I 

will have to limit the foray into the romantic in L. M. Montgomery’s narration to those scent 

descriptions, which are clearly intended to evoke romantic mental imagery in the reader as part of 
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understanding Anne’s journey of character development, and leave the more nuanced 

interpretations of the story’s romantic nuances for future research to tackle. Below, I will discuss 

five fragranced, multisensuously romantic passages from the novel within two slightly different 

thematics: that of crossing the threshold of adulthood, and that of romantic love expressing 

belonging in time and place. 

1. “It was a moist, pleasantly-odorous night in early spring. The snow was not quite all gone 

from the park; a little dingy bank of it yet lay under the pines of the harbour road, screened 

from the influence of April suns. It kept the harbour road muddy, and chilled the evening air 

. . . She was building a castle in air–a wondrous mansion whose sunlit courts and stately halls 

were steeped in Araby’s perfume, and where she reigned queen and chatelaine . . . Gilbert 

sat down beside her on the boulder and held out his Mayflowers. “Don’t these remind you 

of home and our old schoolday picnics, Anne?” Anne took them and buried her face in them. 

“I’m in Mr. Silas Sloane’s barrens this very minute,” she said rapturously” (Montgomery, 

Island 140). 

2. ““But I don’t like orchids on you, Anne. No; it isn’t jealousy. Orchids don’t seem to belong to 

you. They’re too exotic–too tropical–too insolent. Don’t put them in your hair, anyway.” 

“Well, I won’t. I admit I’m not fond of orchids myself. I don’t think they’re related to me. Roy 

doesn’t often send them–he knows I like flowers I can live with. Orchids are things you can 

only visit with”” (Montgomery, Island 167). 

3. ““This is what I would once have called an epoch in my life,” said Anne, as she took Roy’s 

violets out of their box and gazed at them thoughtfully. She meant to carry them, of course, 

but her eyes wandered to another box beside her table. It was filled with lilies-of-the-valley, 

as fresh and fragrant as those which bloomed in the Green Gables yard when June came to 

Avonlea. Gilbert Blythe’s card lay beside it . . . [Anne] had seen a good deal of the Gardners; 

she and Dorothy were very intimate; college circles expected the announcement of her 

engagement to Roy any day. Anne expected it herself. Yet just before she left Patty’s Place 

for Convocation she flung Roy’s violets aside and put Gilbert’s lilies-of-the-valley in their 

place . . . She and Gilbert had once pictured out merrily the day on which they should be 

capped and gowned graduates in Arts. The wonderful day had come and Roy’s violets had 

no place in it. Only her old friend’s flowers seemed to belong to this fruition of old-

blossoming hopes which he had once shared” (Montgomery, Island 218). 
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4. “The rose of love made the blossom of friendship pale and scentless by contrast” 

(Montgomery, Island 240). 

5. “Gilbert drew her close to him and kissed her. Then they walked home together in the dusk, 

crowned king and queen in the bridal realm of love, along winding paths fringed with the 

sweetest flowers that ever bloomed” (Montgomery, Island 243). 

 

The first quote gives way to several layers of interpretation due to scents carrying various meanings 

throughout the advancement of the text. For the purposes of this thesis, however, some limitations 

have to be made. Therefore, I will concentrate here on the contrast of the pleasant and familiar 

odours from nature with those of Anne’s imagination, inspiring her to an olfactive reimagination of 

Arabian perfumes. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the variation above on the spelling 

of Arabia originated as a Middle-English loan from French, and was used especially in reference to 

the “perfumes or spices” of the region. The word ‘perfume’ is thus used in this quote to denote and 

transport the reader into the realms of fantasy and imagination, but also to signify common history 

and memories, therefore a connection, shared by Anne and Gilbert in the form of the mayflowers 

he extends to her. As ‘perfume’ is gaining a more positive connotation in reference to adulthood, 

crossing the threshold of which Anne’s reverie clearly is indicative of, one could argue “Araby’s 

perfume” here to stand for the appeal of adult life to Anne, carrying sensual and romantic 

connotations with it. Though Anne is not yet ready to cast aside her illusions of romance and 

adulthood in favour of the romance that knocks at her door, she is by no means insensitive to the 

olfactive pleasure representations of said romance, in the form of mayflowers provided by Gilbert, 

evoke in her. Altogether, this first passage is a decidedly embodied and sensual sequence, bringing 

something into the olfactory realms of Montgomery’s storytelling that hasn’t been there before – 

romantically charged sensuality. 

 

The second and third quotes are also significant passages in Anne of the Island, though the 

multidimensional, embodied aesthetics of flowers here carry and convey different meanings from 

the ones in the first quote. First of all, in the second passage illustrating Anne’s and Philippa’s 

conversation, the scent of orchids is not described. Even though their exoticism is mentioned, the 

lack of olfactive description amidst the otherwise multisensory narrative leaves the reader with 

bleak mental imagery of the embodied experience of said flowers. It becomes clear that orchids do 

not belong with Anne, just like the man who gifted them, Roy Gardner, is not the man she eventually 
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realises has conquered her heart. As for the third quote, scents are translated into romance, or 

romance into scents, as two men are expressing their admiration of, and fighting for Anne’s 

affection with fragrance-emitting flowers. Gilbert’s choice of flowers evidently shows a more 

thorough and profound understanding than Roy’s of Anne, her tastes and preferences, therefore 

denoting a strong bond and connection. Through the symbolism of choice and fragrance of the lilies-

of-the-valley, Anne’s emotions and loyalties are also conveyed to the reader, and her shared 

childhood experiences with Gilbert and belonging to Prince Edward Island ascertained as a 

meaningful part of her adult identity. 

 

The fourth and fifth quotes illustrate how the significance of fragrance has expanded into a new, 

romantically sensual dimension. With Anne having eventually recognised her true feelings and 

wishes, and as an allegory understood to have matured and entered adulthood, her passion for life 

can be grasped as slowly expanding into the realm of sensually charged romantic passion. As she 

abandons the imaginative illusions of her youth and starts exploring the romance of reality, love 

becomes symbolically expressed by the scent of the sweetest flowers that ever bloomed. This is 

where the findings of this thesis end, and where Anne’s adult life really begins. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

This thesis aimed to show how the olfactive descriptions in L. M. Montgomery’s first three Anne of 

Green Gables novels illustrate the character development and maturing of the protagonist Anne 

Shirley, and how looking into these multisensorial descriptions through embodied narratology and 

environmental aesthetics opens up new pathways of understanding embodied experiences as a 

literary and narrative tool in inspiring self-reflective and empathetic cognitive processes in the 

reader. As literary scholarship has not previously forayed in detail into scented storytelling, this 

thesis expressed ambition in setting out to map unknown territory and to explain the different roles 

and meanings of fragrance descriptions in L. M. Montgomery’s highly multisensorial descriptions of 

nature and how, as laid out by embodied cognition, narratology and environmental aesthetics, this 

multisensorial storytelling inspires situation modelling and creating of mental imagery in the reader. 
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Scents and scented descriptions prove to play various narrative roles in different stages of Anne’s 

life and character development. During her younger years in Anne of Green Gables, the olfactive 

descriptions highlight Anne’s wild, vivid and untamed character, sense of connection with 

likeminded sensitive people, and feature in different symbolical uses in connection with nature and 

scent-emitting plants. The older Anne gets, the more control she gains over her emotions and her 

life and choices, which also reflects on the scented storytelling. In Anne of Avonlea, the rapture of 

the young Anne’s scented sensations has subsided in favour of more subtly nuanced nature 

descriptions, as imagination, nature’s scents and sensitivity to aesthetics continue to remain 

important for Anne. The possible connection between indulgence in the olfactive as representing 

immaturity of character is looked into and subsequently refuted, as there is numerous evidence in 

the observations and analyses of this thesis for Anne’s acute embodied sensitivity, including 

appreciation of olfactive aesthetics, being seen and related as an admirable quality and essential in 

regard to her character development. By keenly observing and reacting to her physical 

surroundings, Anne finds her own voice and subsequently claims active agency over her own 

present and future. Through creating situation models and mental imagery of the embodied 

narration and olfactive descriptions detailing Anne’s maturing and life events, the reader is 

consequently involved in a meaning-making process of the significance and importance of 

multisensorial descriptions in relating experiences of, and nuances in personal development. 

 

From the end of Anne of Avonlea and in Anne of the Island, the theme of romance starts figuring 

more prominently and is consequently reflected in the olfactive descriptions alongside 

considerations on change, expressions of belonging and nostalgia, the virtue of the natural and 

continued, richly nuanced descriptions of olfactory aesthetics and experiences. Several changes in 

Anne’s as well as her friends’ lives prompt multisensory descriptions to feature nostalgia and 

questions of belonging, as it is through change of circumstances that one is forced to redefine and 

reassert oneself, one’s priorities and one’s character. During her student experience at Redmond, 

Anne is compelled to reassess the ideals of her youth, and concede those ideals not to necessarily 

be what she actually wants of her reality. Especially in relation to romance, Anne’s reactions, as well 

as her growing understanding of herself as well as of what is important in life and love, are clearly 

reflected in the descriptions of the olfactive landscapes in Anne of the Island, as well as in the way 

Anne considers the fragrance-emitting flowers she receives from both her ideal suitor, Roy Gardner, 

as well as from her close childhood friend Gilbert Blythe. Eventually, as Anne comes to a conclusive 
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realisation regarding these two young men, the scented descriptions relating romantic atmosphere 

become more balanced. As for vocabulary used to describe sensations pertaining to our sense of 

smell, ‘scent’, ‘fragrance’, ‘smell’, ‘aroma’ and ‘perfume’ all surface in L. M. Montgomery’s olfactive 

storytelling, but only as Anne starts claiming more agency and living in a more adultlike existence 

than before does ‘perfume’ start to figure with positive and desirable qualities, in contrast with the 

innocence of youth represented by the purity of nature’s scents. 

 

To conclude, this thesis contributes to the growing knowledge, and therefore understanding of what 

the sense of smell, scents and fragrances mean to and can tell us about ourselves. The research and 

findings can be used to better appreciate the use and scope of olfactive descriptions as a literary 

and narrative tool in storytelling, and to appraise what our reactions to such sense-engaging 

descriptions tell us through our bodily knowledge and interpretation. Additionally, the findings in 

this thesis also demonstrate how different senses work together in constructing comprehensive, 

thick situation models of what we read, and how in relating to that mental imagery, we effectively 

‘live into’ the vividly embodied character description. 

 

Every thesis has its limitations, as does this one. There remained aspects of L. M. Montgomery’s 

multisensorial storyworld that could not be elaborated or expanded upon. Examples of topics for 

future research would include looking into the different ways in which L. M. Montgomery narrates 

Anne’s crossing the threshold of adulthood, looking into the significance of other kinds of embodied 

narration in the Anne of Green Gables stories, as well as exploring how, or if, olfactive narration 

continues to surface throughout later Anne of Green Gables novels, when Anne enters married life 

and eventually starts a family. 
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